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Is This A Town in Massachusetts or a Type of Cheese?
Pepperell
CORRECT ANSWER ON REVERSE SIDE

Stone and Pesci Voted Worst Screen Lovers
Sharon Stone's romp with Joe Pesci in Casino has been voted the worst love scene of all time. It beat competition from Sean Connery and Catherine Zeta Jones in Entrapment.. Third in the poll, voted for by readers of Film magazine, was Marlon Brando and Maria Schneider in Last Tango in Paris. Describing the Casino sex scene, one reader said: "Could there be a more repulsive combination than these two? It's like one of the munchkins got a shot at Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz." Other scenes to make the top 10 include Madonna's candle wax session with Willem Defoe in Body of Evidence, and Halle Berry and Billy Bob Thornton in Monster's Ball.

Grabbing the Apple
YOUR WEEKLY RODEO PIC

Harvard Summer School 2004 PROCTORSHIPS Informational Meetings

The Summer School invites all interested Harvard College sophomores, juniors and seniors to attend one of the following House meetings to learn more about proctoring next summer. Summer school proctors receive free room and board and one 4-unit course tuition-free. Applications will be distributed and questions answered by Chris Queen, Summer School Dean of Students

Wednesday, January 14
4:00pm 51 Brattle St., Grossman Common Room

Golden Nuggets
tidbits of wisdom from Bryan’s favorite sitcom

Rose: I stopped at the gas station and they were nice enough to give me a ride home. [to Blanche:] Oh, by the way, Chuck says Yo.
Blanche: Chuck from Arco or Chuck from Shell?
Rose: Shell.
Blanche: Big Chuck from Shell or little Chuck from Shell?
Dorothy: Blanche, I think you are spending too much time at the full service island.

Drunk Driver Damaged 11 Cars in 10-yard Maneuver
A man has pleaded guilty to drink driving after crashing into 11 cars while moving his car 10 yards to a better parking space, causing damage estimated at $280,000. Leslie Arliss, 39, admitted driving his four liter automatic Range Rover under the influence of alcohol. He also admitted driving without due care and attention. Prosecuting at Bradford Magistrates’ Court, Stephen Rushton said $280,000 of damage had been caused to a total of 11 cars, with one being flipped over on to its roof on December 3 last year. Arliss, of Bradford, was found to have blood alcohol level of 3 times the legal limit. He returned from drinking in his local pub at around 11.45pm on December 2 and, after walking the short distance home, got into his Range Rover to move it to a better parking space, the court heard. Mr. Rushton said: “He had been drinking and was arguing with his wife in the vehicle at the time. He turned the engine on and reversed his vehicle into the car behind, which went on to push two further cars behind. He then drove the vehicle forward, hitting vehicles parked in front of his own vehicle. He pushed them a considerable distance down the road with some force.” Eleven vehicles were damaged in total, including a Vauxhall Corsa that was flipped over on to its roof. No one was injured. The court heard some complainers were still in negotiation with insurance companies, but at least two of the vehicles have been written off. Mr. Rushton told the court that Arliss had told police his foot had got trapped between the brake and accelerator pedals. In mitigation, Riaz Sheikh said Arliff had had problems with his neighbours over damage done to his Range Rover in the past.

JOIN THE HARE TODAY TEAM
THE SEARCH FOR NEXT YEAR'S EDITORS HAS BEGUN
Hare Today, a cutting edge weekly house news content provider, will soon be seeking qualified applicants for the position of Editor. Prospective applicants are encouraged to contact Hare Today at news@leverett.harvard.edu to request application materials.

Man Sues Cable TV for ‘Fat Wife and Lazy Kids’
A US man is suing a cable television company for making his wife fat and turning his children into “lazy channel surfers”. Timothy Dumouchel, from Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, is demanding nearly $3,000 and a life-time supply of free internet service from Charter Communication. He claims he asked the company to disconnect the service four years ago but they never did, reports the Fond du Lac Reporter. "I believe the reason that I smoke and drink every day and my wife is overweight is because we watched the TV everyday for the last four years," he said in a written complaint. Dumouchel called Charter to stop his cable service in August 1999 and was taken off the billing but not the cable service. As a result, he and his family got free cable for four years.
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Submit
Got something to say, buddy?
Contact Bryan & Chris at news@leverett.harvard.edu by Friday evening for publication in next week’s issue

Showdog Showdown—Vote Now!

Back with a Vengeance
January 12—16, 2004

Dinner with Sculptors
5PM 14 January, Leverett Dining Hall
Curious about the sculptures in the Leverett and Adams House courtyards? Got questions about art in public spaces? Who better to ask than the sculptors themselves?
Come meet and talk with Murray Dewart ’70 and Andy Zimmermann ’75, the sculptors of the pieces on temporary exhibition in our courtyards! Join us for dinner and open conversation in the Leverett House Dining hall on Wednesday, January 14th, starting at 5pm.
Questions? Comments? Please address them to: Yonatan Grad grad@fas.harvard.edu

Donut Bash (Mmmm!!!!)
This Friday, Jan. 16
10:30 PM, Leverett Dining Hall

Urine Salesman Fails to Quash Conviction
A man who sold his urine in kits to allow others to beat drug tests has lost his appeal against the conviction. The South Carolina Supreme Court has ruled Kenneth Curtis did sell a product that had a purpose. Curtis, who was previously sentenced to six months in jail, had argued there was no credible evidence that anyone bought his product to defraud a test for illegal drug use. He said he was trying to help people protect their privacy. But the justices said it was clear from materials tied to the operation that the kits had a purpose. According to court records, business cards included in the kits say “Pass Any Drug Test” and say the kits “allow anyone, regardless of substance intake, to pass any urinalysis within minutes”. In upholding the conviction, the court said that was ample evidence for a jury to consider. Curtis and his lawyer said they plan to appeal against the decision by asking the justices to rehear the case. If that doesn’t happen, they said they may appeal to the US Supreme Court. “We’ll continue to do everything legally we can to defend ourselves,” Curtis said. “It’s a very devastating thing.”

The Leverett IFOCE Eating Challenge!
Your Weekly Chance to Beat the Best from the International Federation of Competitive Eating
Think you’ve got the guts? Then dive into the salad bar and see how you stack up against these IFOCE heavyweight titles.
Cow Brains
57 (17.7 pounds) 15 minutes
Takeru Kobayashi
Dominic Cardo

Don’t miss the annual Leverett Eating Challenge!
Your Weekly Chance to Beat the Best from the International Federation of Competitive Eating

Burglar Leaves Stinker of a Clue
Police in Sweden are confident of catching a burglar who used the toilet during a raid but forgot to flush. Officers say they have recovered a DNA sample from the feces left in the toilet bowl. Nettavisen, quoting local paper Bohuslaningen, says more than £25,000 worth of computers were stolen in the raid on a paper plant in Dalsland.

Answer: Is This a Town in Massachusetts or a Type of Cheese? (See Reverse Side First)
The small town of Pepperell is situated just 35 miles northwest of Boston in the rolling hill country at the junction of the Nissitissit and Nashua Rivers adjacent to the New Hampshire border. Once a thriving mill town and farming community, there are two paper mills and a braiding factory still in operation in the east village section. More than 10,000 people call Pepperell home, yet the town does not have a chain supermarket, a commercial bank, a fast food restaurant or even a traffic light.
P.S. That’s Andrew Ostergaard in 8th Grade.

DONUT BASH (Mmmm!!!!!!)
THIS FRIDAY, JAN. 16
10:30 PM, LEVERETT DINING HALL

Urinalysis with Sculptors
5PM 14 January, Leverett Dining Hall
Curious about the sculptures in the Leverett and Adams House courtyards? Got questions about art in public spaces? Who better to ask than the sculptors themselves?
Come meet and talk with Murray Dewart ‘70 and Andy Zimmermann ‘75, the sculptors of the pieces on temporary exhibition in our courtyards! Join us for dinner and open conversation in the Leverett House Dining hall on Wednesday, January 14th, starting at 5pm.
Questions? Comments? Please address them to: Yonatan Grad grad@fas.harvard.edu

Urine Salesman Fails to Quash Conviction
A man who sold his urine in kits to allow others to beat drug tests has lost his appeal against the conviction. The South Carolina Supreme Court has ruled Kenneth Curtis did sell a product that had a purpose. Curtis, who was previously sentenced to six months in jail, had argued there was no credible evidence that anyone bought his product to defraud a test for illegal drug use. He said he was trying to help people protect their privacy. But the justices said it was clear from materials tied to the operation that the kits had a purpose. According to court records, business cards included in the kits say “Pass Any Drug Test” and say the kits “allow anyone, regardless of substance intake, to pass any urinalysis within minutes”. In upholding the conviction, the court said that was ample evidence for a jury to consider. Curtis and his lawyer said they plan to appeal against the decision by asking the justices to rehear the case. If that doesn’t happen, they said they may appeal to the US Supreme Court. “We’ll continue to do everything legally we can to defend ourselves,” Curtis said. “It’s a very devastating thing.”

The Leverett IFOCE Eating Challenge!
Your Weekly Chance to Beat the Best from the International Federation of Competitive Eating
Think you’ve got the guts? Then dive into the salad bar and see how you stack up against these IFOCE heavyweight titles.
Cow Brains
57 (17.7 pounds) 15 minutes
Takeru Kobayashi
Dominic Cardo

Don’t miss the annual Leverett Eating Challenge!
Your Weekly Chance to Beat the Best from the International Federation of Competitive Eating

Burglar Leaves Stinker of a Clue
Police in Sweden are confident of catching a burglar who used the toilet during a raid but forgot to flush. Officers say they have recovered a DNA sample from the feces left in the toilet bowl. Nettavisen, quoting local paper Bohuslaningen, says more than £25,000 worth of computers were stolen in the raid on a paper plant in Dalsland.

Answer: Is This a Town in Massachusetts or a Type of Cheese? (See Reverse Side First)
The small town of Pepperell is situated just 35 miles northwest of Boston in the rolling hill country at the junction of the Nissitissit and Nashua Rivers adjacent to the New Hampshire border. Once a thriving mill town and farming community, there are two paper mills and a braiding factory still in operation in the east village section. More than 10,000 people call Pepperell home, yet the town does not have a chain supermarket, a commercial bank, a fast food restaurant or even a traffic light.
P.S. That’s Andrew Ostergaard in 8th Grade.

SHOWDOG SHOWDOWN—Vote Now!

Australian Terrier
Ch. Benayr Worldwide Webster

Australian Cattle Dog
Ch. Katwala's Red Men Don't Wear Plaid

Show another shrimp on the barbie! Aussie on Aussie action like you’ve never seen, mate. Who will win this week? You decide. Submit your vote to news@leverett.harvard.edu today!! (seriously)